We propose the split exponential track length estimator (seTLE), a new kermabased method combining the exponential variant of the TLE and a splitting strategy to speed up Monte Carlo (MC) dose computation for low energy photon beams. The splitting strategy is applied to both the primary and the secondary emitted photons, triggered by either the MC events generator for primaries or the photon interactions generator for secondaries. Split photons are replaced by virtual particles for fast dose calculation using the exponential TLE. Virtual particles are propagated by ray-tracing in voxelized volumes and by conventional MC navigation elsewhere. Hence, the contribution of volumes such as collimators, treatment couch and holding devices can be taken into account in the dose calculation.
Introduction
For realistic dosimetric applications, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are known to be precise and generic but very time consuming methods. Most of the recent developments propose variance reduction techniques (VRTs) in order to improve MC efficiency. A large number of VRTs, such as the Russian roulette, particle splitting and range/energy cut, have been investigated for high energy photon beam applications. It has been shown that particle splitting gives a relatively large efficiency gain (factor 5-9), followed by the optimized particle transportation (factor 1.6 to 2.4) (Kawrakow and Fippel 2000) . Indeed, a significant time can be wasted in tracking useless particles or in accounting for low probability physical processes.
The splitting strategy, consisting of the replication of particles undergoing a physical process, was successfully applied in many situations (Brualla et al 2009 , Grevillot et al 2011 , Rodriguez et al 2012 , mainly for handling the bremsstrahlung effect involved in x-ray production. The use of this strategy, sometimes combined with the Russian roulette, is now commonly available in the majority of MC platforms. On the other hand, the optimization of particle transport regroups several MC parameters (i.e. energy cut-offs and maximum step sizes for electrons and energy cuts and kerma approximation for photons). The highest gains are provided by the electron cut-off energy and kerma approximation (Kawrakow and Fippel 2000) .
During the last decade, small animal radiotherapy has become an efficient modality for preclinical studies (Verhaegen et al 2011) . As the precision of devices increases, the MC methods were found to be well adapted to take into account low energy photon beams (below 250 keV), small beam sizes (from 20 to 1 millimeter) and high resolution volumes (typical voxel size about 0.2 mm). Although this modality could benefit from recent MC improvements, VRTs had to be adapted to the low energy domain. Several papers recently proposed optimal splitting settings for low energy photon production and dosimetry (Mainegra-Hing and Kawrakow 2006 , Bazalova et al 2009 . The use of an analytical source model in order to replace the simulation of x-ray production was also proposed (Granton and Verhaegen 2013) . Given the low amount and energy of produced electrons, the kerma methods, based on a complete deactivation of electron transport, seem well adapted to improve the speed of the particle transport.
In 1987, Williamson proposed several kerma estimation methods in order to speed up MC simulations (Williamson 1987) . The most promising techniques were the linear and exponential track length estimators (TLE and expTLE). Nowadays, the TLE method is the state-ofthe-art VRT for low energy applications, providing acceleration factors of about two orders of magnitude compared to analog MC (Mittone et al 2013 , Baldacci et al 2014 . To our knowledge, the expTLE was not applied in its original form and is not available in MC codes.
In 2009, we proposed a new kerma-based method mixing MC splitting, ray casting and exp-TLE dose scoring (Smekens et al 2009) . We showed that this approach could provide an additional efficiency gain of about one order of magnitude compared to TLE for a typical synchrotron radiation treatment plan. However, the method detailed in this article was merely a proof-of-concept and had several shortcomings (ideal photon source, no beam modifiers), preventing its use for realistic dosimetric applications.
In this paper, we revisit the split exponential track length estimator (seTLE) in light of its application to dose simulation in small animal radiotherapy. First, the concept of multiplicity (splitting number) is extended to the primary photon source in order to take into account any source configuration. Then, the genericity of the method is improved with a new virtual particle used to perform the navigation in volumes surrounding the voxelized geometry (collimators, treatment couch, etc.). The seTLE was developed within the GATE/Geant4 MC framework (Jan et al 2011 , Sarrut et al 2014 . Originally dedicated to PET imaging simulations, GATE is an open source code which proposes now a complete set of scoring methods for imaging and radiotherapy issues, including the conventional TLE method.
The split exponential track length estimator
The seTLE combines three concepts described in this section: MC splitting, hybrid navigation and expTLE dose calculation. The global organisation of the method is the following. For any new photon or modification of the characteristics of an existing one, the splitting procedure is applied. Then, the split photons are transformed into virtual particles and tracked using the hybrid navigation. Only these virtual particles are used to calculate the dose distribution.
Splitting strategy
Classical MC splitting consists in adding M photons, M being the splitting multiplicity, in the simulation with a 1/M weight when a particular interaction occurs. The characteristics of the new photons are generally generated using the MC engine.
In the seTLE method, this concept, previously applied to physical processes only (Smekens et al 2009) , is extended to the history of all photons in the simulation. This includes physical interactions (Compton and Rayleigh scattering and fluorescence) and new primary photons. This approach takes into account the characteristics of any source (energy, direction and spatial distributions) as well as any physical interaction model included in GATE/Geant4 (standard, Livermore, Penelope, etc.). In practice, each incident photon and interaction site respectively produce M p and M s additional particles (primary and secondary multiplicities) by using the primary event and the interaction random generator. Then, instead of propagating the split photons like conventional MC particles, a hybrid navigation combining MC and ray casting is used.
Hybrid navigation
Previously, a ray casting technique optimized for voxelized geometries was used to propagate split particles (Freud et al 2008) . However, this approach does not handle non-voxelized volumes introduced in the MC scene in many realistic simulations (treatment couch, collimators, etc.) .
In order to fully integrate the seTLE in GATE/Geant4, a hybrid navigation system is introduced. The aim of this navigation system is to support the dose calculation by propagating the split photons according to the expTLE dose calculation requirements (section 2.3) as efficiently as possible. This is achieved by replacing the split photons with hybrid particles called 'hybridinos'. Having no physical processes, the hybridinos propagate the photon characteristics through any MC volume in a straight line. In order to keep the advantages of both ray casting and MC navigation systems, hybridinos are propagated using optimized ray casting inside the voxelized geometry and using generic MC navigation outside.
Dose calculation: linear and exponential track length estimators
The TLE and expTLE dose calculation methods implemented in GATE/Geant4 were originally defined by Williamson (1987) . In the TLE approach, the dose is calculated during photon transportation between production/interaction sites. For each step that occurs in voxel i along the photon path, the dose is expressed as follows:
where D i TLE is the dose deposited in voxel i of volume V and density ρ i , μ en (E, m i ) is the energy absorption coefficient for photon energy E in material m i and L i is the step length of the photon in the voxel. In the expTLE method, both attenuation and energy absorption are calculated in a single step. For each step, the weight of the photon is updated using the Beer-Lambert law:
where w i in and w i out are the entrance and exit weights for the step of length L i in material m i and μ(E, m i ) is the attenuation coefficient of this material for the photon energy E. Then, the dose is calculated as follows (Smekens et al 2009) :
where D i expTLE is the dose deposited in the current voxel. It is worthy of note that if μ(E, m i ) × L i ≪ 1, we have the following relationship between the scoring methods:
The main difference between the TLE and expTLE methods relies in the fact that the exp-TLE replaces a stochastic decision (absorption or scattering of the photon) by its expected outcome characterized by the attenuation coefficient μ (E, m) . In order to avoid any bias, the dose calculation must be performed from the production/interaction site of the photon to the exit of the MC scene. This requires the use of a specific navigation system dedicated to the dose calculation (section 2.2) in addition to the classical MC photon tracking system.
Monte Carlo simulations

Small animal test cases and micro-irradiator setup
Simulations were performed for two realistic small animal treatment plans delivered by the micro-irradiator X-RAD 225 Cx (Clarkson et al 2011) . The first plan was the irradiation of a mouse bronchus (figure 1, left) and the second plan was the irradiation of the femoral head of a rat (figure 1, right). The treatment plan was the same for both volumes: a 360° arc irradiation with a beam angle spacing of 5°. Collimators of 5 mm and 2.5 mm diameters were modeled for the rat and mouse volumes respectively. Cone-beam CT acquisitions were segmented in 5 materials: air, carbon (for the treatment couch), soft tissue, lung tissue and cortical bone (ICRU-44 elemental compositions). The volume dimensions were 50.8 × 35.0 × 30.0 mm 3 (mouse) and 94.2 × 52.6 × 26.8 mm 3 (rat) for a voxel size of 0.2 × 0.2 × 0.2 mm 3 in both cases. The MC photon source was the analytical source model recently proposed for this device (Granton and Verhaegen 2013) . For all field sizes, the measured fluence image of the focal spot was used as a photon source. The photon energies were stochastically sampled in a 225 kVp spectrum of 1 keV resolution generated using the SpekCalc program (Poludniowski et al 2009) . As reported by Granton et al, the photon transmission through the brass insert of the collimator can reach 13% whereas the transmission through the lead insert can be neglected. In order to take into account the transmission through brass without wasting time simulating photon interactions in lead, the photon directions were focused using a virtual collimator system. This collimator consisted in a virtual surface matching perfectly the physical circular collimator aperture plus 1 mm margin. In all situations, no phase space file was used.
Kerma approximation and electron production cuts
The main approximation in kerma-based methods is the deactivation of electron transportation and the local absorption of the electron kinetic energy. The physical processes are therefore restricted to photoelectric effect, Compton and Rayleigh scattering and fluorescence. However, to our knowledge, the consequence of this approximation has not been evaluated for small animal radiotherapy.
To quantitatively estimate the accuracy loss due to the absence of electron tracking, we performed a complete analog MC simulation with the tracking of electrons in the two typical irradiation cases. We used the emlivermore physics list provided by GATE/Geant4. This physics list contains a complete description and setup of electromagnetic processes. For this particular test, the dose distributions obtained with an electron production cut, i.e. the minimal CSDA range for the electron to be produced, of 10 µm and 1 m were compared. An electron production cut of 1 m, which corresponds to an energy threshold in air higher than the maximal incident photon energy (380 keV versus 225 keV), is sufficient to deactivate all electrons productions in the simulation. In other simulations (sections 3.3 and 3.4), we assumed the deactivation of electron transport with an electron production cut of 1 m. 
Multiplicity: sensitivity study
For VRTs based on the splitting approach, the value of the splitting multiplicity influences the efficiency of the simulation. In the seTLE method, the primary and secondary multiplicities have to be correctly set to obtain the highest efficiency. However, the optimal values of the multiplicities depend on the local ratio between primary and secondary dose contributions, e.g. a large primary dose contribution entails a primary optimal multiplicity M p reduced with respect to the secondary one M s .
In order to better quantify the separate influence of the primary multiplicity M p and the secondary multiplicity M s on the simulation efficiency, we performed for each test case two independent series of simulations. The series for the primary multiplicity was composed of 10 simulations with multiplicity values M p varying from 1 to 1000 (M s = 0) and the series for the secondary multiplicity was composed of 15 simulations with multiplicity values M s varying from 1 to 800 (M p = 0). For each simulation, the number of incident photons was fixed to 10 5 . Finally, for each series of simulations, we represented the mean efficiency as a function of the multiplicity for the regions of interest (ROIs) R 1 , R 2 and R 3 defined in the next section.
Dose and efficiency comparison
The two small animal treatment plans obtained with the seTLE dose scoring method were compared to their equivalents obtained with the analog MC and TLE methods without MC splitting VRT. All criteria described in this section were applied to the three ROIs for each small animal volume. These regions, presented in figure 1, consist in spherical layers of increasing diameters centered at the isocenter (4 mm, 7.2 mm and 13.4 mm for the mouse volume and 7.2 mm, 12 mm and 30 mm for rat volume). The small, medium and large ROIs were denoted R 1 , R 2 and R 3 for the two test cases in the following. This choice was motivated by the high level of density heterogeneity in small animal models which complicates the use of classical percentages of the dose at isocenter.
First, the analog MC and seTLE methods were compared in terms of dose. A global dose comparison was performed by calculating the integral dose deposited in the ROI (R 1 + R 2 + R 3 ) and a local dose comparison was performed by using a gamma index test. The distance criterion was set to 0.3 mm and the dose criterion was 1% of the dose deposited in the voxel containing the isocenter for the analog MC method.
Second, the analog MC, TLE and seTLE methods were compared in terms of simulation efficiency. Global and local efficiencies were evaluated by calculating the mean efficiency in regions R 1 , R 2 and R 3 and the voxel-by-voxel efficiency. The efficiency ϵ k in the voxel k is calculated as follows:
where t is the total simulation time obtained using a single CPU core (Intel® Xeon(R) CPU E5-1660, 3.30 GHz) and σ d k is the statistical uncertainty in dose in voxel k calculated using the history-by-history method described by Chetty et al (2006) :
where d k, i is the dose deposited in voxel k by an independent history i and N is the total number of incident photons. For the three dose scoring methods, the number of incident photons is set in order to reach a statistical uncertainty in dose at the isocenter lower or equal to 1% . Finally, the mean efficiency ϵ R for region R is calculated as follows:
where N vox is the number of voxels in region R.
Results
Impact of the kerma approximation
The comparison between dose distributions with electron production cuts of 10 µm and 1.0 m (kerma approximation) is shown in figure 2. For both dose distributions, the number of incident photons was set in order to achieve an average statistical uncertainty of 1% in the entire volume. We only show the mouse test case but similar results were obtained for the rat test case. The dose difference map (left) shows an underestimation of dose in water and an overestimation in bone at the water/bone interfaces when using the kerma approximation. The average of the absolute value of the dose difference is about 2% of the prescribed dose at the isocenter when considering the entire volume, but can reach up to 12 to 14% in the highest dose regions. This dose delocalization from the water to the bone can easily be explained by the absence of electrons generated in bone at the water/bone interfaces. Indeed, the mean energy of electrons generated in the bone medium for the 225 kV incident spectrum is about 55 keV. Even if the corresponding mean free path is only a tenth of the voxel size (30 µm), the high number of electrons generated by the photoelectric effect in bone compared to water is sufficient to slightly change the deposited dose. No such difference can be observed at the interface between water and lung. As shown in the dose profiles (right), when using the kerma approximation, the dose appears sharper at the water/bone interfaces than with the full electron tracking method. We can also notice an aliasing effect when the distance to the isocenter increases (see figure 2 ). This artifact in the dose difference map is an interference between incident beams and is governed by the beam profile, the beam angular spacing and the incident energy spectrum (mean free path of electrons). This artifact disappears for beam angle spacing lower than two degrees. Finally, we can note that the influence of the kerma approximation on the dose distribution is the same for the MC, TLE and seTLE dose scoring methods.
seTLE optimal multiplicities
Figure 3 represents the mean efficiency in regions R 1 , R 2 and R 3 for the mouse (left) and rat (right) test cases as a function of the primary (top) and secondary (bottom) splitting multiplicities.
We can see that each multiplicity curve is characterized by a fast increase of the efficiency for small multiplicity values and an optimum value. Beyond the optimum value, the efficiency stays rather constant for primary multiplicity curves and decreases for secondary multiplicity curves. We can also note that the primary optimal multiplicity seems rather independent of the region, contrary to the secondary optimal multiplicity which increases (from about 150 to 500) when the diameter of the region increases (from R 1 to R 3 ). Indeed, the secondary dose contribution results from the photon interaction sites which display the highest density at the isocenter. The probability for a voxel to be traversed by a hybridino is therefore naturally high close to the isocenter and, consequently, the R 1 region requires a lower multiplicity value. This also explains the difference of optimal secondary multiplicities in region R 1 between the mouse case (M s ≈ 200), mainly composed of water and rat case (M s ≈ 100), mainly composed of bone.
Despite the differences between test cases, regions and dose contributions, the primary and secondary optimal multiplicities can be fixed to a single value without any significant loss of efficiency. For both test cases, the primary and secondary multiplicity values, M p and M s , are set to 300. The worst efficiency loss is about 15% for region R 1 of the rat test case for the secondary dose contribution.
Dose and efficiency comparisons
Table 1 gathers the incident particle numbers used for simulating the dose distributions for the analog MC, TLE and seTLE methods, the corresponding simulation times and the final dose uncertainty at the isocenter. In practice, the analog MC, TLE and seTLE were respectively split into 100, 50 and 10 independent jobs which have been merged to obtain the final dose distributions. The simulation time corresponds to the expected time on a single CPU core.
The comparison of integral doses between analogMC, TLE and seTLE methods is presented in table 2. We can see that the TLE and seTLE dose values converge to the same results (within the confidence interval). The comparison between kerma-based methods and analog MC reveals a bias inferior to 0.5% . This bias may be due to the set of energy absorption coefficients generated using the EPDL97 database (Mittone et al 2013) . Indeed, parameters of the MC simulation such as production cuts can slightly influence the energy deposits. In terms of local dose comparison, the 2D gamma index results with the analog MC as the reference show that 99.9% for TLE and 99.8% for seTLE of the voxels in the isocenter irradiation plane satisfy the 0.3 mm distance/1% of dose at the isocenter criterion.
The mean efficiencies for the three scoring methods are grouped in table 3. The comparison of kerma-based techniques to analog MC shows a gain in efficiency of about 4 orders Table 1 . Incident particle number, simulation time and dose uncertainty at the isocenter for analog MC, TLE and seTLE reference dose distributions.
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Rat of magnitude for the TLE method and of 5 orders of magnitude for the seTLE method. The comparison of the seTLE with the TLE method shows a global gain, varying from 13.3 to 14.6 for the mouse test case and from 12.3 to 15.0 for the rat test case. First, these variations can be explained by the choice of the optimal multiplicity values of 300 (section 4.2). Although this value was a good compromise for all regions and test cases, we reported a slight loss in efficiency for the secondary dose contribution as the region size decreases. Second, the mean material density in the region also influences the efficiency. In figure 4 , we show the maps of the efficiency gain between the three methods. When comparing the TLE (A,B) or seTLE (C,D) with the analog MC method, we can see that the gain in efficiency depends on the material density, i.e. the lower the density, the higher the gain. However, we observe that the seTLE produces many low efficiency spots. The same phenomenon is visible in the comparison between the seTLE and TLE, where the spot concentration is higher in the high density regions (femoral head of the rat case) than in the low density regions (lung of the mouse case). These spots are a direct consequence of the exponential law of the seTLE which increases the dose uncertainty near production/scattering sites of photons (Smekens et al 2009) .
Discussion
In this study, we have investigated the seTLE method based on a combination of MC splitting, hybrid ray casting/MC navigation and expTLE dose scoring. For both the TLE and seTLE methods, the difference in terms of integral dose is below 0.5% compared to analog MC and the 2D gamma index criterion (1% of the dose at the isocenter, 0.3 mm) is fulfilled. We showed that the seTLE technique accelerates dose simulation of typical small animal treatment plans 13 to 15 times compared to the state-of-the-art TLE method. The simulation time of the mouse plan to obtain a 1% dose uncertainty at the isocenter can be reduced from 66 to 5 minutes considering a single CPU core and a dose grid resolution of 0.2 mm. The only approximation of the kerma-based techniques is the complete deactivation of electrons. The effect of this approximation is an overestimation/underestimation of dose in bone/water at the interface of the two materials. The average dose delocalization, expressed in percentage of the dose at the isocenter, is about 2% when considering the entire volume but can reach 14% where the dose is the highest. It should be noted that the selected test cases are very challenging for testing the kerma approximation since the isocenter is placed in highly heterogeneous regions. Moreover, the small number of materials (air, lung tissue, soft tissue, cortical bone, carbon) as well as the voxel size of 0.2 × 0.2 × 0.2 mm 3 emphasize the electron disequilibrium. The validity of the kerma approximation generally depends on the balance between the mean incident x-ray energy and the volume resolution. Indeed, the electron disequilibrium increases with the incident beam energy and becomes more visible as the voxel size decreases. It is worthy of note that many low energy photon dosimetry applications at the human scale (brachytherapy, synchroton radiation therapy, radioprotection, CB-CT, etc.) present more favorable simulation conditions. By using the splitting strategy, we introduced two new parameters: the primary and secondary splitting multiplicities M p and M s . The optimal multiplicity values depend on the irradiation setup (volume dimension and resolution, materials, incident beam, etc.). For typical small animal treatment plans, a single multiplicity of M p = M s = 300 seems a good compromise for the three spherical isocentric ROIs. However, the optimal multiplicity values will differ if the local dose contribution ratio changes (primary dose versus secondary dose).
The main asset of the seTLE method is the hybridino transportation engine which is free of any MC physics process. Indeed, the time to propagate a hybridino (and to calculate the associated dose) is about 50 to 100 times lower compared to the time to propagate a photon. This makes the hybridino splitting extremely efficient compared to MC photon splitting, where the real benefit is for situations where photon interactions are scarce. In our situation, the mean free path in water ranges from 1 to 7 cm for the considered incident x-ray spectrum. Therefore for such a radiation therapy application, a MC photon splitting (that could be applied to both the conventional TLE and the seTLE methods incidentally) would not gain much in efficiency. The TLE-based techniques require a set of energy absorption coefficients and attenuation coefficients (for expTLE and seTLE) for each material in the simulation. Although these data can be accessed from official databases, they consider a real physics environment which is generally not reproduced in the MC simulation (differences in MC models, cuts on particles, etc.). Hence, a tool designed to produce attenuation and energy absorption coefficients using the MC inputs would be highly valuable for the comparison of VRTs.
The classical VRTs (MC splitting or Russian roulette strategies) are generally used to improve the statistics of rare or time-consuming physical interactions (e.g. the bremsstrahlung effect for x-ray production). In the seTLE, the splitting is entirely dedicated to dose calculation with hybridinos and, therefore, does not impact the MC transportation of physical particles. As any existing kerma-based method, it is allowed to combine the seTLE with other VRTs. Indeed, the results presented in this work rely on simple management of the primary and secondary splitting multiplicities, i.e. a single multiplicity value for the entire volume. The use of additional VRTs, such as Russian roulette or importance sampling, could provide additional gain in efficiency.
Conclusion
In this study, we presented a new kerma-based dose scoring method, the seTLE (split exponential track length estimator), combining MC splitting, ray casting/MC navigation and exponential TLE dose scoring. We demonstrated that the seTLE is able to improve the MC efficiency of typical small animal treatment plans by one order of magnitude compared to the state-of-the-art TLE dose scoring. Additionally, we explored and discussed the validity of the kerma approximation for such applications.
